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Developing easy-to-use software that combines components for simultaneous visualization,
simulation and interaction is a great challenge. Mainly, because it involves a number of
disciplines, like computational fluid dynamics, computer graphics, high-performance computing.
One of the main characteristics of an interactive model is that it should provide immediate
feedback to the user, for example respond to changes in model state or view settings. Features
involving interaction during simulation are usually available for models with a relatively small
number of computational cells and are used mainly for demonstration and educational purposes.
The reason for that is that the time required to compute a single time step and render model results
become significant when comparing to a simple model. It would be useful if interactive modeling
would also work for models typically used in consultancy projects involving large scale
simulations. This results in a number of technical challenges related to the combination of the
model itself and the visualization tools (scalability, implementation of an appropriate API for
control and access to the internal state). While model parallelization is increasingly addressed by
the environmental modeling community, little effort has been spent on developing a highperformance interactive environment.
What can we learn from the other domains where visualizations plays crucial role, such as 3D
animation, gaming, virtual globes (Autodesk 3ds Max, Google Earth) that also focus on efficient
interaction with 3D environments? In these domains high efficiency is usually achieved by the
use of computer graphics algorithms such as surface simplification depending on current view,
distance to objects, and efficient caching of the aggregated representation of object meshes. We
investigate how these algorithms can be re-used in the context of interactive hydrodynamic
modeling without significant changes to the model code and allowing model operation on both
multi-core CPU personal computers and high-performance computer clusters.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of this work is to develop an interactive large scale water simulation software that
works on parallel architectures and is suitable for both desktop (multi-core CPU and GPU) and
HPC configurations. The software will be based on existing state-of-the-art hydrodynamic
simulation code D-Flow FM Kernkamp et al. [1]. The model code was recently parallelized to
utilize distributed architectures using MPI (van der Pijl et al. [2]). However, the deployment and
efficient use of model in parallel model still requires significant efforts for setup and use, for
example, model domain should be split into a number of sub-domains to run them on different

cluster nodes, boundary conditions for every sub-domain have to be defined correctly, and so on.
Additionally to that, the model provides a very limited visualization possibilities for parallel
configurations. The aim of this work is to enable both visualization and interaction for the parallel
version of D-Flow FM model as it was shown in Donchyts et al., [3]. This presentation will be
based on preliminary results of the research and demonstrate a prototype software that allows
simultaneous visualization of the parallelized version of the D-Flow FM model results, it will
also allow interaction with the model variables (like bathymetry, water level) in real-time during
the run on parallel hardware.
During the work we also plan to test a number of existing software components that provide
scientific visualization functionality and parallel and distributed rendering components, such as
VTK (Schroeder, [4]) and ParaView (Cedilnik, [5]). It worth mentioning that the effective use of
resources available in modern computer hardware was mentioned as one of the top research
problems in scientific visualization in Johnson, [6]. Recent advances in processor technology
(CPU and GPU) are not yet fully utilized in the general purpose scientific visualization libraries
like VTK, used as the main library in ParaView. However, there are efforts to extend it for an
effective use in parallel architectures (Moreland, [7]). Furthermore, popularity of the HighPerformance Computing (HPC) in the last decade brings additional challenges, like development
of the software infrastructures that shield developers of the algorithm from the complexities and
enable efficient use of available resources (Childs, [8]).
PARALLELIZED INTERACTIVE WATER SIMULATION MODEL
In parallel architectures that involve visualization and interaction a communication between
different components has to be done efficiently. We aim to use modern message-based client /
server communication library called ØMQ (Hintjens, [9]). The library provides different transport
protocols for communication in both distributed (TCP) and single computer (IPC / inter-process
or ITC / inter-thread) configurations.
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Figure 1. Example of a convergence curve with oscillations

To achieve optimal interaction and rendering performance it is intended to use level of detail
algorithms (LOD) suitable for the visualization of large terrains (Losasso, [10], Hoppe, [11]). For
the visualization and interaction with water surface we will investigate applicability of the
algorithms discussed in Bruneton, [12].
The choice of the LOD for different model domains is based on current 3D view on the client
(view frustum in computer graphics) and changes automatically during 3D scene navigation, see
Figure 1. Depending on current LOD, a corresponding coarsened mesh will be selected on the
simulation nodes, thus limiting amount of data that needs to be transferred to the client using slow
connection. Additionally to the surface (water or bathymetry) meshes the software will allow
visualization of the scalar or vector variables. The final scene will be rendered on the client.
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